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Let R = /1(x, ,..., xk) be a p.i. ring, satisfying a manic polynomial identity (one of 
its coefficients is fl), where /i is a central noetherian subring. It is proven that 
N(R), the nil radical of R, is nilpotent. As a corollary, by taking A = F, a field, we 
settle affirmatively the open problem posed in (C. Procesi, “Rings with Polynomial 
Identities,” p. 186, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973). We prove: “The Jacobson 
radical of a finitely generated p.i. algebra is nilpotent.” 
We shall prove here the following: 
THEOREM. Let R = A(x, ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, satisfying a manic 
polynomial identity, A a central noetherian subring. 
Then, N(R), the nil radical of R, is nilpotent. 
Here, by a manic polynomial we mean one where some of its coefficients 
are fl. 
As a corollary we obtain the next theorem, answering afftrmatively the 
open problem which is proposed in [lo, p. 1861. 
THEOREM. Let-R = F(x ,,..., xk} be a p.i. algebra, where F is a central 
subfield. Then N(R), the nil radical of R, is nilpotent. 
Kemer has announced a proof of this theorem in the case char R = 
char F = 0. The proof appears in [7]. We summarize his approach. Using the 
theory of representations of the symmetric group Z,,, over fields of charac- 
teristic zero and its connection to p.i. ring theory (e.g., [2, Sect. 6.2]), he is 
*A major part of this work was done while the author enjoyed the hospitality of the 
institute of Advanced Study, the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, during the ring theory 
“workshop,” July 1981. 
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able to show that every p.i. algebra of characteristic zero satisfies a Capelli 
polynomial. Then he quotes [ 11, Theorem 31 to complete his proof. This 
approach does not seem to generalize to algebras of arbitrary characteristics 
due to the strong dependence of [ 11, Theorem 31 and the theory of represen- 
tations of Z, on the char F = 0 assumption. 
Using a result of [9, Theorem lo], we obtain the following important 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let R = F{x, ,..., xk} be a p.i. algebra, F a central subfield. 
Then, R is an homomorphic image of the fmitely generated ring of n x n 
generic matrices. 
FC(, ,..., &I, for some n. 
The best previously known result concerning the nilpotency of the radical 
is the following (due in this form to Schelter): 
THEOREM [ll; 12, pp. 214-215; 141. Let R =A(x ,,..., xk} be ap.i. ring, 
A a central noetherian subring. Suppose that R satisfies all the polynomial 
identities of M,(Z), for some n. Then, N(R) is nilpotent. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 0 is devoted to 
preliminary material. In Section 1 we prove a theorem on T-ideals, 
generalizing a theorem of Razmyslov [ 11, Theorem 31. Perhaps this section 
should be skipped in the first reading (although it is used in Section 2). The 
main results are proved in Section 2. Here we first prove the main theorem 
with the additional assumption Krull-dim(A) < co. This is done in 
Theorem 2.2. The affirmative solution to the open problem in [ 10, pp. 103, 
1861 already follows. The main theorem is proved in Theorem 2.5. This 
separation is done in order to clarify the inductive procedure which is much 
more easier in Theorem 2.2. In fact this is the sole difference between the two 
theorems. Finally, in the Appendix we reproduce a result of Latyshev, which 
we heavily use, together with a theorem of Shirshov on which it depends. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use the following notations and conventions throughout this 
paper. Z(R) will denote the center of R and N(R) will denote the nil radical 
of R. 
Throughout this work R = A (x, ,..., xk} will denote an associative, finitely 
generated p-i. ring, with 1, where /i is a central noetherian subring. Then by 
[ 10, p. 108, Corollary 2.41, N(R) = P, n ea. nP,, where (Pi} are the 
minimal prime ideals of R. 
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An instrumental tool in this investigation is the following: 
THEOREM 0.1 [8, Proposition 121. Let R = A {x1 ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring 
satisfying a manic polynomial identity. Let I c N(R) be a two-sided ideal. 
Then, I is nilpotent provided I is finitely generated as a two-sided ideal. 
Remark 0.2. (1) The statement of Proposition 12 in ]8] involves the 
assumption that II = F is a field and char F = 0. These restrictions are 
obviously superfluous. Indeed, Shirshov’s theorem [ 16, Theorem 21, which is 
the only external tool to be used in [8, Proposition 121, is combinatorial in 
nature and is “characteristic free” (e.g., [ 12, p. 2061). (See Appendix for a 
detailed explanation.) 
(2) By a manic polynomial we mean a polynomial at least one of whose 
coefficients is k 1. This is the only restriction in Shirshov’s theorem [ 16, 
Theorem 2; 12, p. 2061. 
We use the notations R, z R[ l/L] to denote the localization of R by 
A E Z(R) (e.g., [ 12, p. 511). Observe that 1 may be a zero divisor in R. In 
fact if v: R + R, denotes the obvious map r+ r e 1 PI then 
kerv= (xER IASx=O, for some s}. 
We shall have cause to use Re 5 R 0, R’, the enveloping algebra of R, 
where Z z Z(R). One has the following natural map: 
defined by vJ(JJ ai 0, bi) = 2 a, @,,1 b,. We have that 
kerv,= {xER’/ASx=O for some s}. 
We also have a map 4: Re -+ Hom,(R, R), defined by 
{$(C ai 0, hi)}(x) = 2 a,xb,, for all x E R. It is easily verified that Q is a 
ring homomorphism. 
(O,.: J(R)) denotes {d E Re 1 (x @ 1 - 1 @ x”)d = 0, for every x in R }. 
One has the following: 
THEOREM 0.3. (1) IfR is an Azumaya algebra, then R’ = Re(O, : J(R)). 
(2) Let d E (0,: J(R)), d = C a, @ b:. Then C a, xbi E Z(R),for every 
x E R. 
(3) If dERe, R =A{x~,..., xk} and (xi@ 1 - l@xy)d=O for 
i = l,..., k. Then, d E (0,: J(R)). 
Proo$ We prove (1). By [6, Theorem 3.4, p. 521, R being Azumaya 
implies that R is a generator as a left R’ module. Now, by [6, p. 53, line IO] 
this is equivalent to the fact that R’(0,: J(R)) = Re. 
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To prove (2) we use 4: Re + Hom,(R,R). CUi@ by E (0,: J(R)), hence 
(r @ 1 - 1 @ r”)(C ai @ by) = 0 f or all r E R; equivalently C rui @ by = 
JJ ai@ (bir)‘, for all I E R. Apply Q to this equality and get 
{4(x rUi 0 by)}(x) = {#(C ai @ (b,r)‘)}(~), for all x E R; consequently 
‘CC ‘ixbi) = CC UiXbi)r for all X, r E R. 
The proof of (3) appears in [4, Proposition 2.11. We repeat the reasoning 
for the sake of completeness. We shall show that [ (xy @ 1)d = (1 0 (xy)‘)d 
provided (x @ 1)d = (1 @ x”)d, (y @ 1)d = (1 @ y”)d. Indeed (xy @ 1)d = 
(x@l)(y@l)d = (x@l)(l@yO)d = (l@yO)(x@l)d = (l@yO) 
(1 @I xO)d = (1 @ (xy)O)d]. 
Now, one argues by induction on the length of monomials in x1 ,..., xk that 
(l-0 1 - 1 @ rO)d= 0 for each such monomial r (the first step of the 
induction is (xi @ 1 - 1 @ xp)d = 0 for i = l,..., k). Now by linearity and the 
fact that /i c Z(R) we get that (r @ 1 - 1 @ r”)d = 0 for all r E R. 
The next lemma is part of the folklore of p.i. ring theory. 
LEMMA 0.4. Let R =A{xl ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring (A a central noetheriun 
subring). Suppose that R/I is a finite module over its center, and I is a two- 
sided ideal in R. 
Then I is a finitely generated two-sided ideal. 
ProoJ Let zii ,..., U, be the generators of R/I over Z(R/I). Then 
m  
uitij= jy Eij,U,, 
R 
Eijt E 2 7 3 
i 1 
t, i, j = 1 ,..., m, 
t=1 
xi = 2 pijijj, /JijEZ($i, i=l,..., k,j=l,..., m. 
j=1 
Let I, be the two-sided ideal in R generated by 
uiUj-x uijtUt> ["ijtVx/], t, i, j = 1 ,..., m, 1= l,..., k, 
and by 
xi -x Pij"j, [Pij, xl]3 i, 1 = 1 ,..., k, j = I,..., m. 
Then I, c I, I, is a finitely generated two-dsided ideal in R. Also, R” z R/I, is 
a finite module over its central subring /i [ai,,, prj, i, j, t = l,..., m, 
r= 1 ,..., k]. Thus g is left and right noetherian and I/I, is a finitely 
generated two-sided ideal. Consequently, I is finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 0.5. Let R = A{xl ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring satisfying a manic 
polynomial identity, A a central noetheriun subring. 
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Let I be a two-sided ideal such that 
(i) R/I is a finite module over Z(R/I); 
(ii) I c N(R). 
Then, I is a nilpotent ideal. 
Proof We apply Theorem 0.1 and Lemma 0.4. Q.E.D. 
We now make two additional definitions. Firstly, by p.i.d.(R) we denote 
the minimal number n (if it exists), such that R satisfies all the identities of 
n x n matrices (M,(Z)) over Z. We also write p.i.d.({O}) = 0. 
Second, by k.d.(R), we denote the classical Krull-dimension of R, that is, 
the maximal length of chains of prime ideals of R. One has k.d.(R) = 
k.d.(R/N(R)). 
LEMMA 0.6. Let R =A{x ,,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, A a central noetherian 
subring. Suppose that k.d.(A) < co. Then k.d.(R) < b < co, where 
b = b(d, k, A) is a function of d, k, A, and d is the degree of the identity 
which R satisfies. 
Proof: The proof, which uses [lo, p. 1791 or [12, Exercise 1.10.1, p. 1061 
together with [ 10, Proposition 2.3, p. 1071, is left to the reader. 
We shall use the notation [a, b] = ab - ba, a, b E R. Finally, let 
f(% >...> XdZ, Y 
x 
r ,..., Y,) be the multiplinear, central polynomial, alternating in 
1 ,***, xdZ, obtained from the Capelli polynomial Cd2, by S. Amitsur and G. 
Bergman from Razmyslov’s central polynomial; cf. [ 12, pp. 26-271. 
The following generalization of the Artin-Procesi theorem was obtained 
by W. Schelter. 
THEOREM 0.7 (1,~. 10;12, Theorem 1.8.33; 14). Let R be a p.i. ring, 
1 E R, satisfying the identity [f(x, ,..., gd2, Y, ,..., i’,), z] = 0. Suppose that 
p.i.d.(R/M) = d for every maximal ideal M in R. Then R is an Azumaya 
algebra of constant rank d2. 
ASSUMPTION 0.8. (1) We may and shall assume without further notice 
that P(X, ,..., X,), the identity which R satisfies, is multilinear in X, ,..,, X,. 
(2) We may further assume that 3nEA so that 
rIl<i<j<d(Vi-vli)E< is invertible in R. In fact, adding a new variable t 
and taking n = t, one verifies that R G R [t] E R[t, I/<], since < is regular in 
R [t], and it sufices to prove the theorem for the latter ring. 
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1. A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF RAZMYSLOV 
Let F, be the free algebra generated by u1 ,..., ak, x1 ,..., x, over A. Let 
A {a, ,..‘> ak} =A, be the free subalgebra of F,, generated by a,,..., ak, and 
Z = Z(A), the center of A. Recall the mth Capelli polynomial: 
We add to A az 1 E A az A0 new centralizing indeterminates {t,(h) 1 
i = l,..., m,hEA}. Let B=(A@, l){t,(h)li= l,..., m,hEA}. Let L= 
span, {d,(x, ,..., x, , y. ,..., y,) 1 yj E A, is a monomial, j = 0 ,..., m }. 
We now regard L c F, as a left B module via the following action: 
(I E A(i) (a 0 1) . d,(xl ,..., x,, y, ,..., Y,) = d,(x, ,..., x,, Ye,..., Y,>, where 
(Ii) t,(h) * d,(xr,..., x,3 YoP.~ Y,) = Cl<i,<. . <i,<m dm(xl~e”~ hxil~-.~ hx, 
l,,..., x,, y. ,..., y,), where h E A, 1 = l,..., m. 
This last definition is best motivated by adding a new variable 1 to F,, 
and realizing that (ii) is obtained by computing the coefficient of A”-’ in the 
following equality: 
(ii’) (Am -t,(h)i”-’ + a.. * t,(h)) . &(x1,..., x,, yo,..., y,) = 
d,((J - h) Xl,..., (A - h) x,, Yo,..., Y,>, 
which is actually equivalent to (ii). 
We next prove the following identity. 
(iii> f,(h) 4h ,..., x,, y,,... y,) = ClGklck2.. . <k,Gm Uxl,..., x,, 
Yo,..., (Yk,- 1 h), Ykl>...> (Yk,-, h)Y> YklY Yd 
Indeed, let ijE(l ,..., m), j=l,..., I, and ij#i, if j#s and let 
kj E (l,..., m), j = l,..., 1 and kj # k, if j # s. Let 
B(k, , i, , k,, i, ,..., k,, i,) = (a E Z, 1 a(k,) = i ,,..., a(k,) = i,). 
Then one easily verifies that 
Cm= 0 B(k,, i, ,..., k,, i,) = 0 B(k,, i, ,..., k,, 0 
l<k,<...<k,Gm I<i,<. <i,<m 
where c) denotes a disjoint union. 
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We have 
Consequently, 
x= c d,(x, )...) hXi ,,..., hXi ,‘... > x,, Yo,..., Y,) 
I<i,<...<i,$m 
Z ,<k,<~<k,6m (2. (sgu)Yoxd~, “’ (-%lh)Xdkd 
Z= lx d,(x, ,..., x,, Yo,..., (yk,- 1 h),*-9 (Yk,- 1 h>Y*l Y,>* 
l<k,<...ik,<m 
Q.E.D. 
We have now the following: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let L = Span,{d,(x, ,..., x,, Y, ,... , Y,) I yi E 4 6 a 
monomial, j = 0 ,..., m}. 
Then, L is a left B module. 
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Proof Clearly, by (i), (iii), and (ii), 
((a@ l)t,(h)-t,(h)(a@$ l)} * d,=O, a,hEA; 
then one shows that L is closed under the action of the generators of 
B = (A oz l){ti(h) / h E A, i = l,..., m}. 
Remarks. (1) If I= 1, m=n2, then 
rl(h)d,= 5 d,(xl,...,hxi,...,x,, .YO,~**V.Ym) 
i=l 
which already appears in [ 11, p. 2011. 
(2) For the motivation of (ii) and (ii’) with m = z2, we refer to ]I, 
(2.4), (2.511. 
We assume now that m = 7~’ and by using (ii’), one readily checks that 
(iv) /l& - h) - $ ~itnz-i(h)(-l)+i 1 . drc2(x, ,..., x,~,..., yn2) = 0; 
i=O 
consequently 
I 
l&(/l - h) - 2 /Q&i(h)(-1)z2-i 1 * L = {O), for hEA,AE/i. 
i=O 
Let U = (uij) be a (rc’ + 1) x (n* t 1) matrix, where uij = (#)n2Pjt’, and 
n is taken as in Assumption 0.8. Then by (ii’) we have 
U. ((-;j;;;;;ij . &2CX ,,..., Y,*)= i,Y?j . d,z(x* ,..., YR2). 
Now, since U, by the Vandermande argument, is a nonsingular matrix, we 
may multiply both sides of the equality by U- ’ and deduce that 
n2+ 1 
Consequently, 
IItilthlh ti2(h2)19.**3 tir(hr)l . L 
E c [[t&e - h,), f&P - h2)],..., t&+ - h,)] * L 
E oI z b [tnz(a -a), tx2@ - b)] - L, where a,p E 4 a, b EA. 
. 9 9 
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The last inclusion holds since lx*(x) t=*(y) drc*(xl ,..., x,*, JJ~,..., yn*)= 
t,*(yx> &*(x1 ,***, x,2, Yo,..., y,J, and therefore [~,~(a>, t,@), t&)1 dn2 = 
[t,,(ba> - t&b), t,&>] d,* = [tn2(ba), t,&)] dn2 - [t,&zb), t&)1 dn2, and 
similarly for longer commutators. Let 
fn2 = fn2(Y, x,x, ,..., x,2, Y, ,..., Y,*) 
= [t&J, f,JE?l . d,z(X, ,..., X,2, Yo,..., Ynz); 
then obviously,f,* is a polynomial identity of M,(Z) and 
I***[t,,(h,)> fi2(h2)]>“‘3 lijh,)] * L s v(fn2)3 (VI 
where V&) is the ideal in F,, generated by all the evaluations offn* (where 
x, K x, Y..., Y,* are in A). We are now able to prove, using our previous 
notations: 
THEOREM 1.2. Vi(A) . L c Vfor some c and t, where V,(A) denotes the 
ideal in A generated by all the evaluations of the identities of M,(Z) and V 
denotes the ideal generated in Fn2 by all the evaluations of the identities fz2 
and 
g = g(X x, ,***, x,*2 yo,..., y,*> 
SE (XX’- t,(X)Xz*-’ + f2(X)Xn*-2 - *a’ f fll*(X)) 
x &2(X I,..., X,,, Y,, ,... , Y,J. 
Each one of these identities is u polynomial identity of M,(Z). 
Proof. Let J be the ideal in B = (A @ l){t,(h) 1 h E A, i= l,..., rr’} 
generated by {[t,(h), t,(h’) ] i, j = I,..., rc*, h, h’ E A} and by {(h @ 1)“’ - 
t,(h)(h 0 l)n*-l + ..a f t,,(h) 1 h E A}. We claim that J. L c V. Indeed, 
[ti(h), tj(h’)] dnz E V(f=z) E V by (V) and {(h @ 1)“’ - t,(h)(h @ l)=*+’ + 
.a. f t,,(h)} d,, E V(g) G V by definition. Now, if a is a generator of J then 
t,(z) ad,, = [t,(z), a] d,, + at,(z) d,, and at,(z) d,, E aL c V by the previous 
observations. Also, [tl(z), a] d,, E V(fx2) by (iv) and (v). Similarly, we show 
that t&J ... t,Jz,.) adz2 E V. Indeed, one easily checks that 
I,, a** li,(Zr) adz* E ,J$=o [ti,(Zl>, [~i2(Z&-~r [tij, a]] . L E V(fxz) E V, 
where the second inclusion is obtained by (v) and the first inclusion is due to 
Lemma 1.1 and repeated commutations. Consequently, J. L G V. 
Now, in B/J= B, ii(h) is central for i = l,..., 7cL, h E A, and each element 
h @ 1 E A @ 1 is integral over z(g) with bounded degree x2. Consequently, 
A @ 1 satisfies a p.i. of degree 1 + 2 + ... + (n* + 1) = e (e.g., [ 10, p. 181). 
Let B’ = (A @ l){t,(h) 1 i = l,..., r*, h is a monomial of length <e); then 
B//B’ n J is a finite module over its noetherian center by Shirshov’s theorem 
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[ 12, p. 2061, and so its nil radical is nilpotent. Now, since 
v,(B’) G N(B’/B’ n J) for some c, there exists t such that V@‘) G J, and 
therefore V$I @ 1) c J. Consequently, 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let R =A@;,..., a;} be a ring (A c Z(R), 3n E A, 
ni<j (n’ - vi) is invertible) satisfying the identities fzl, g (of M,(Z)). Then, 
there exists c such that V:(R) V(d,,) = {0} for some t, where V,(R) is the 
ideal in R, generated by all the evaluations of the identities of M,(Z), and 
V(d,J is the ideal in R generated by all the evaluations of dz*. 
ProoJ There exists an epimorphism rp from F,* onto R, so, by 
Theorem 1.2 we get Vi(rp(A)) . 9(L) c 9(V) = {O}. Now we use 9(L) = 
Wnz), V,(9(A)) = V,(R). 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R = A{x, ,..., xk} be a ring, A E Z(R) so that 
R, E R [ l/A] is Azumaya. Then there exist b, ,..., b, E R such that 
(i) Zb, + ... Zb, is a ring; 
(ii) ieR G Zb, + ..a + Zb,, for some e. 
Proof: By Theorem 0.3(l) we have Ri = Ri(O, : J(R,)). Consequently, 
1 @,A l= i (x C/j O,, d;) (x vij 02, w;) 3 
i=l j  i 
where cj vij @,, W: E (0,: J(R,)), for i = l,..., h. Multiplying by A ‘1 for some 
e,, we have that c; = Agki,, A‘gd, G dlj, ,I’lvij E v/~, Aelwij = w,!~ are in R. 
Thus, 
where 
for i = 1 ,..., h. (1) 
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Let rA: R 0, R”+ R, @,,Ri be the natural map, v,(Caj@, by) = 
C aj a,, b;. Then if X E ker vA, there exists an s such that 1” . X = 0. 
Now, by the very definition of (0,: J(R,)), 
(XI o,, 1 - 1 o,, X~) 
c 
C U~j o,, W;” = 0 
j 1 
for i = 1 ,..., h, I = l,..., k. Consequently 
i = 1 ,..., h, I = 1 ,..., k. 
Let Ae* be such that 
AL* 1 (x, 0, 1 - 1 0, xp> [x v; 0, W;j” = 0 i = l,..., h, 1 = 1 ,..., k. 
j 
j 1 
Then, iff;( ) s ~jA%,!j@z w;‘, i = I,..., h, we have by Theorem 0.3(3) that 
fi( ) E (0, : J(R)), i = l,..., h. Now by (1) we have that 
Bs )L”‘O, I- i ~~~~@,d;~)(~v;@w~~~) ( Ekerv,. 
i=l j  
Let c3 be such that Ad3 . B = 0. Then, setting do = 45 + e2 + e3 one has that 
Let 4 be the natural map 4: R 0, R” -+ Hom,(R, R), defined by 
{#(a @ b’)}(r) 5 arb and extend linearly. Then {d(fi( ))}(r) = 
xi ~c2v;jrw; ES fi(r) E Z(R) f or every r E R by Theorem 0.3(2). Conse- 
quently, 
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sincefi(r) E Z(R), i = l,..., h, for every r E R. Let bi = ACosi, i = l,..., h. Then 
bibj = ~““ei~j = ~Co(~COEiEj)  n~‘(~“R) ~ ~“’ (,~~ J;:(R) pi) 
= ,tl f,(R)bic i Z(R)bi* 
i=l 
Consequently, if e E 2~, A’R c Zb, + . . . + Zb,, where Z = Z(R), 
b , ,..., b, E R and Zb, + 1.. + Zb, is a ring. 
We prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R =A{x ,,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, satisfying a manic 
polynomial identity, A a central noetherian subring such that k . d(A) < 00. 
Then N(R) is nilpotent. 
Prooj Let N(R)=P, n . . . f” P,, where {Pi) are the minimal prime 
ideals in R, ordered such that 
for some m<t(P,+,-R if m=t). 
Let z(R) = p.i.d.(R/P,), d(R) = max(k.d.(R/P,) 1 1 < i < m). 
We shall restrict attention to the following set: 
r= {(z(S), d(S)) 1 S = A{ y ,,..., yk}, 1 E S, S is a ring 
satisfying P(X, ,..., Xd)}, 
where ( , ) denotes an ordered pair. We endow Z with a lexicographic order. 
One should observe that the set of elements in Z which is smaller than 
W), 4s)) ’ f ‘t zs znz e, since d(S) < b < co by Lemma 0.6, and n(S) < co as 
well. 
We shall argue, by way of contradiction, assuming that R is a counterex- 
ample to the theorem with a minimal (+R 1, d(R )X&r). If 
(x(R), d(R)) = (1, *), then 1 = n(R) = p.i.d.(R/P,) = . . . = p.i.d.(R/P,), 
consequently R/N(R) is commutative and by Corollary 0.5, N(R) is 
nilpotent. 
The following reduction is used very often. Let Zc N(R) be a two-sided 
nilpotent ideal. Then z(R/Z) = z(R), d(R/Z) = d(R). Also, N(R) is nilpotent 
iff N(R/Z) = N(R)/Z is nilpotent. Consequently we may argue on R/Z instead. 
Let k be a finite sum of evaluations off@, ,..., x,,, P, ,..., Y,) on R such 
that A&PIV.e.VP,,,. This is possible since rc = n(R) = p.i.d.(R/Pi), for 
i = I,..., m. Indeed, by induction on m we pick ,u @ P, U . -. U P,, where ,D is 
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a finite sum of evaluations of f(%, ,..., x,,, y, ,..., %‘,). Then, if ,u 6? P, pick 
3, = cc. Otherwise, let A, 65 P,, I, E P, n . .. n P, be an evaluation of 
f (X, ,..-9 V,) (evaluating f(SZ, ,..., y,) on R/P, and using ni,, Pi d P,). Now 
,l=I,+p will do. Also, ~EP,,,+,n~~~nP, (if m$t) since 
p.i.d.(R/PJ Y$ x(R) for i = m + l,..., t, and [A, R] c Pj, j= l,..., m. Conse- 
quently, [xi, A] E N(R) = of= 1 Pj, i = I,..., k. Let Z = C”= 1 R [xi, J]R, then Z 
is nilpotent (Theorem 0.1) and in R/Z the canonical image of 1 is central. 
Following our previous reduction we may therefore assume that J. is central 
in R. 
Let R, = R/AR. If AR = R, then N(R)cAR. So, suppose R, # {O}. We 
claim that (n(R,J, d(R,)) .$ (n(R), d(R)). Indeed let P 3 AR be a minimal 
prime ideal containing AR such that p.i.d.(R/P) = p.i.d.(R,/P,) = n(R,) 
and k.d.(R/P) = k.d.(R,/P,) = d(R,), where P, = P/AR. Obviously, 
p.i.d.(R/P) < r(R). If p.i.d.(R/P) $ n(R), then x(R,,) = p.i.d.(R/P) $ n(R) 
and consequently, (x(R,,), d(R,)) 4 (z(R), d(R)). Suppose therefore that 
p.i.d.(R/P) = n(R) = p.i.d.(R/P,), i = l,..., m. Now P 1 N(R) = nfzl Pi, 
yields P 3 P, for some s. Also, p.i.d.(R/P) = x(R) > p.i.d.(R/P,) > 
p.i.d.(R/P), thus p.i.d.(R/P) = p.i.d.(R/P,), that is, s E { l,..., m), 
But L E P\P, implies that P $ P, and by Lemma 0.6 we get 
d(R,)=k.d. [;j $k.d. (5, <d(R)(<a). 
That is, 
WV, 4&J) S (n(R)> d(R)). 
Consequently, by the minimal choice of R we get that (N(R) + AR)/AR c 
N(R,) is nilpotent, hence 
N(R)’ c AR, for some 1. (*> 
We next show that there exists a nilpotent ideal Z in R, such that (R/Z)x is 
Azumaya, here 1 denotes the canonical image of J in R/Z. Switching to R/Z 
and following our previous observations (n(R/Z) = n(R), d(R/Z) = d(R), 
N(R/Z) = N(R)/Z), this will permit the additional assumption that R, is 
Azumaya. 
Wehave~EP,+,n...nP,andthereforeP,+,[l/~]=...P,[l/~]=R,. 
Conseque_ntly, N(R&) = P, [ l/J] fI . . . n P,[ l/n], implying that R,/N(R,) E 
WW1Pl, h w ere ,I is the canonical image of 2. in R/N. 
the Artin-Procesi theorem 
&)[I/~1 = R,IW,) 
[IO, p. 1631, we have that 
is an Azumaya algebra of constant rank II’ over its 
center (z E n(R)). Let zi, ,..., ~7~ be the generators of R,/N(R,) over its center. 
Then, iii lij = Ch Li,, Ii/# ) i, j, h = l,.,., g, f,=CJ,m Ch, h = l,..., g, 
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l= I,..., k, where gij,,, /?,h E Z(R,/N(R,)). There exists an 4 such that l’ui, 
Ieaij* 3 J’/3,,, E R, i, j, h = l,..., g, 1= l,..., k, and such that A”(uiuj - 
fl; yh=“;)’ ~(~l~~hPl~u*)~ A’[aijhy xI1y ‘[Prh~ xII are in N(R) for 
3 3 ,***, 3 3 )...) . 
Let Ui = 1 Ui, aijh e A‘Olij*, /I& = Izc/3,h. Then using the previous obser- 
vations we have: 
h h 
are in N(R) for i, j, h = l,..., g, Y, I= l,..,, k. (2) 
Let f(X, ,..., si,,, Y1 ,..., v,) be the polynomial appearing in Theorem 0.7; 
then f(a, ,..., units) E P,+ 1 r7 -.e n P, for every a, ,..., anIts E R, since 
p.i.d.(R/P,) < 7c = n(R) for i = m + l,..., t. Also, [f(al ,..., u,~+J,_x~] E 
P, n a** n P, for Z= l,..., k, a ,,.,., units E R, sincef(X, ,..., x,,, Y, ,..., Y,) is 
a central polynomial on R/P, n . . . n P,. Consequently, 
Lf(uill Y..P uI,z+, ),x1] E N(R) for i ,,..., i,,,, E { l,..., g} and 1= l,..., k. (3) 
Let L be the two-sided ideal generated by the finite number of elements 
appearing in (2) and (3). Then, L is afinitely generated two-sided ideal in R, 
L c N(R), and by Theorem 0.1 L is nilpotent. 
One further verifies that n(R/L) = II(R), d(R) = d(R/L), so we may argue 
on R/L E R. Now (2) implies that R”[ l/x] is a finitely generated module over 
its center, with generators u’; ,..., 6; ; where x denotes the canonical image of 
X E R in K. Combining this last fact with (3) and the multilinearity of 
s (X, T---Y ,) we get that R”[ l/x] satisfies the identity [f(x, ,..., x,,, 
T 1 )...) T,), X] = 0. 
Now, Theorem 0.7 implies that a[ l/x] is an Azumaya algebra of constant 
rank 7~’ over its center. 
Starting again with fresh notations we may assume that 
RA=RR[l/A], J. E Z(R), (4) 
is an Azumaya algebra of constant rank x(R)‘, over its center. Now, by 
Proposition 2.1 there exists e such that A’R E Zb, + ..a + Zb,, where 
2 = Z(R), bi E R, for i = l,..., h, and Zb, + *se + Zb, is a ring. 
We next show that given a finite number of identities of M,(Z), g, ,..., g,, 
we can assume that R satisfies g, ,..., g,. We prove it with g = g,, the 
extension to a > 1 is obvious. We may assume that g = g(X, ,...,X,) is 
homogeneous of degree a. 
In the process of linearization of g we obtain a finite number of 
polynomials g = g(l), gc2),..., g”‘, where g”’ is an identity of M,(Z) for 
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i = l,..., t. Let r i ,..., rS E R; then, by Proposition 2.1, Aeri = 2: aijbj. Conse- 
quently, 
;leag(rl ) . . . )  r,) = g(k’r, ,..., keys) = g 
i 
2 a,jbj ,..., c aSjbj 
j j 
= s i &‘g”‘(bj, ,..., b,,), 
I,Jl,...,j, 
where 0~~~) is a monomial on (aij}. 
Now { g”’ 1 i = l,..., t )  are identities of M,(Z) and therefore vanish on 
R [ l/1]. Also, the set { g”‘(bj ,,..., b,,) 1 i = l,..., t ,  j, = l,..., h} is a finite set of 
elements in R, implying that there exists n such that A”gCi)(bj,,..., b,,) = 0 for 
i = l,..., t ,  j, = l,..., h. Consequently, lea+“g(r,,..., r,) = 0 and we have that 
/I PotnV(g) = (O}, where V(g) is the ideal in R generated by all the 
evaluations of g. Now if N(R/V(g)) is nilpotent of index p, then 
N(R)P c V(g), and therefore ,l eot”N(R)P = (0). Now (*) implies that 
N(R) (ea+n)l+P = (0). 
Taking a = 2, g, = g, g, = fz2 as in Theorem 1.2. Then, the previous 
reasoning shows that we may assume that R satisfies the identities g, fnz. 
Consequently, by Corollary 1.3, V:(R) V(d,J = {0}, for somep and c. 
Recall that V,(R) denotes the ideal in R generated by all the evaluations 
of all identities of M,(Z) for some c. The required result now follows, since 
N(R/V,(R)) is nilpotent of index q for some q by [ 15, Theorem 21, hence 
N(R)q E V,(R). Also, x(R/V(d,,)) < 7c - 1 < x(R) 3 R and therefore by 
minimality N(R/V(d,,)) is nilpotent of index t ,  implying that N(R)’ c V(d,*). 
Consequently, 
N(R)qp+’ s V:(R) . V(d,,) = {O). 
As an immediate corollary we have the following: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R = F{x, ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, where F is a central 
subfield. Then N(R) is nilpotent. 
We also have the following important corollary. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R = F{x, ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, F a central subfield. 
Then, R satisfies all the identities of M,(H) for some n. Equivalently, R is 
an homomorphic image of the ring of n x n generic matrices F{t, ,..., &}. 
Proof. We apply [9, Theorem lo]. Indeed, if F is infinite, then this is 
exactly a consequence of [9, Theorem lo]. If F is finite, let F be its algebraic 
closure; then R c R,- R @ 2, R, a p.i. ring, and by Theorem 2.3 its nil 
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radical is nilpotent. Now, by [9, Theorem IO] RF satisfies all the identities of 
M,(Z) for some n (F is infinite) and consequently, so does R. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 2.5, we should point out the 
difficulty in proving the general statement. Following the notations of 
Theorem 2.2, say P is a minimal prime containing 1 and p.i. d(R/P) = x(R). 
Suppose that d(R) = co; then it may well happen that 
d(R,)=k.d. c:]=k.d. ($-)=d(R), althoughP$PP,. 
So the obstacles are cases where d(R) = co. This difficulty is avoided if 
k.d.(rl) < 03 (or k.d.(R) < co), which is the case of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let R =A{x, ,..., xk} be a p.i. ring, satisfying a manic 
polynomial identity, and A is a central noetherian ring. 
Then, N(R), the nil radical of R, is nilpotent. 
Proof. Using the same notations as in Theorem 2.2, we shall prove by 
induction on z(R) that there exists aI ,..., a,, evaluations off&, ,..., Y,) such 
that 
N(R)‘G Ra,R + ... f Ra,R, for some 1, q. (*I 
Let G= {SIS=/i{y I ,..., yk j, 1 E S, S satisfies the identity P(x, ,..., x,,)}. 
We assume the truth of (*) for every S E G with n(S) 2 z(R). 
The case n(R) = 1 is easily checked as in Theorem 1.1. 
As in Theorem 2.2, let P, ,..., P, be the minimal prime ideals of R, 
satisfying p.i.d.(R/P,) = n(R), i = l,..., m. Let a 6? P, U . .. VP,, be finite 
sum of evaluations of f(X, ,..., Y,) (again, as Theorem 2.2), and let 
R, = R/RaR. Obviously z(RO) < z(R). 
If 4Ro) I Oh we get by induction that 
N(R,j’ E R&R + .*. + R,,&Ro, 
where Di is the image in R, of the evaluation pi ofS(x, ,..., 9,). 
Now (N(R) + RaR)/RaR c N(R,) and therefore 
So, we may assume that x(R,) = z(R) E 71. We use now a second induction 
in order to prove (*). More precisely, we prove for each 5’ E G with 
n(S) = 7c, d(S) < 00 that (*) is valid, by induction on d(S). 
Let d(R) = 0 and a E R, be as above. Let P be a minimal prime ideal 
above a; then since P1 N(R) = flf=, Pi, P 3 P, for some s E l,..., 1. Also 
a E P\Ps implies that P +A? P,. Now, since d(R) = 0 we have that 
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k.d.(R/PJ = 0, i = l,..., m, and therefore s @ { l,..., m}. Consequently, 
p.i.d.(R/P) < p.i.d.(R/P,) $ z(R). Hence max{p.i.d.(R/P) 1 a E P, P is 
prime} = n(R,) 2 z(R). So, by the first induction applied to R,, 
N(Ro)’ c Cf=IRobiRo, where {pi} are evaluations off@, ,..., y,). Thus 
N(R)’ G RaR + R/?,R + a.. + RP,R. 
Suppose we proved it for S E G with d(S) $ d(R). Let a be as before and 
R, = RjRaR. If n(R,) Y$ x(R), then we are done by the first induction. So 
suppose r(R,) = n(R) = rr. We claim that d(R,) $ d(R). For let Py’,..., Pf$ 
be the minimal prime ideals above RaR, satisfying z(R/Pi”) = r(Ro), and 
k.d.(R/Pi”) = d(R,), i = l,..., m,. 
Given i E {I,..., m,), there exists s E {l,..., m) such that Pj”’ 3 P,. Indeed 
Pj”) 2 N(R) = n’ Pj implies Pj”) 2 P, for some s. Now, 
p.i.d.(R/Pi”) = 7c(R,) = r(R) > p.i.d.(R/P,) > p.i.d.(R/Pi”) 
(the last inequality is valid due to Pj”’ 1 P,). So, rr = p.i.d.(R/Pj”) = 
p.i.d.(R/P,) and s E { l,..., m}. Thus, d(R,) = k.d.(R/P;“) < k.d.(R/P,) < 
d(R) 2 co, also a E Pj”\P,, Pj”) $ P, and since k.d.(R/P,) $ co we have 
d(R,) = k.d.(R/Pj”) 4 d(R). Consequently, by the second induction 
N(R,)‘~R,~,R,+~~~+R,~,.R, or N(R)‘LR/~,R+..-$R/?,.R+RaR, 
where pi are evaluations of f(x, ,..., Y,). 
The remaining case is to show the validity of (*) for S E G with E(S) = z 
and d(S) = co. So we assume that d(R) = 00. 
Let a, R,, Py’,..., Pin”,’ be as before. We have n(R,) = n(R) = rt. Also, as 
before, for each i E {l,..., mo) there exists J’ E (l,..., m} such that Pj”’ $ Pj, 
p.i.d.(R/PI”) = p.i.d.(R/Pj) = 71 and k.d.(R/Pj”) Q k.d.(R/Pj) < d(R). If we 
have k.d.(R/Pj”) z$ k.d.(R/Pj) then d(R,) = k.d.(R/Pi”) p d(R) = co and we 
apply the second induction on R, and finish as before. So, assuming that 
d(R,)= CO, we have aE {~~!,Pj”‘}\{~~~lP,}, Pj”‘~Pj, for somej=j(i), 
j E { I,..., m }, i = l,..., m,, hence 
I 
?i pj0) 
i=l I I $ iipi i=l I* 
Continuing the process with R o, let y be an evaluation of 
f(X1, . . . . &, Y1 ,... , Y,) satisfying 
R, = R/(RyR + RaR). Let Pl’) ,..., 
y&Py’u...uPg and let 
P$: be the minimal prime ideal above 
RyR + RaR such that 
i = I,..., m , . 
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Let i E {l,..., m,} we want to show the existence of s E {I,..., m,} s =s(i) 
such that Pi” 1 Pjo). Indeed, Pj’j I RyR + RaR =) RaR, hence Pj” 2 P, 
where P is a minimal prime above RaR. If p.i.d.(R/P) Y$ z(R,,) then n(R,) = 
p.i.d.(R/Pj”) < p.i.d.(R/P) $ n(R,,) = co and we use the first induction on R, 
to show that N(R)’ c RP,R + .a. + R/l,R t RyR t RaR, for some I, where 
/3, ,..., 8, are evaluations of f(X 1 ,..., Y,). So n(R1) = II = TT. If, in 
d(R 1) = k.d. (+)Sk.d. (+) <d(Ro)=a, 
one of the inequalities is strict, then d(R,) $ co and we use the second 
induction on R, to finish. Thus, co = d(R i) = k.d.(R/P) and therefore 
P E {Py,..., Pj,!}, or equivalently, P = P$l), for some s E { I,..., m,}. As 
before, we have 
Continue the process if needed, we get an ascending chain of semiprime 
ideals 
which must terminate at some stage g by [ 10, p. 106, Corollary 2.21. Hence 
for some g either n(Rg) f: z or d(R,) z$ co and applying the first or second 
induction respectively on R, we get 
N(R)‘sRa,R $ ... +Ra,R, for some 1, r. (*I 
Now, C;=, R[R, ai]R = ,Y’L=, CT=, R[xj, aijR, =I is a finitely generated 
ideal which is contained in N(R), so Z is nilpotent (Theorem O.l), and 
switching to R/Z we may assume that a, ,..., a, are central in R. 
Our next step is to show that we may assume that R,, is Azumaya for 
i = l,..., r. This is carried exactly as in Theorem 1.1 for R,, and we get 
akR G Zb’,“’ t e.. t Zbit’, where Zr Z(R) and 
Zby’ + * *. + Zq’ is a subring of R for m = l,..., r. 
(**I 
Now following the argument in Theorem 2.2, we get for each a,,, 
separately, that N(R)pmak,mgm = {O}, m = l,..., r, and if we pick 
p = max{p, 1 m = l,..., r}, g = max{ g, 1 m = I,..., r}, 
e = max{ em / m = l,..., r}, 
we get N(R)Paig = (01, m = I,..., r. 
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Now by (*), N(R)’ G CL=, amR, hence N(R)‘leg G CL=, a:R and conse- 
quently N(R)trag+r = {O}. 
APPENDIX 
We reproduce here the results of Shirshov and Latyshev, which are used in 
Theorem 0.1. We first quote Shirshov’s theorem and then show how this 
implies Latyshev’s result. (We follow 18, Proposition 121.) We then reprove 
Shirshov’s theorem. 
THEOREM A.1 [ 15, Theorem 31. Suppose A = A( y, ,..., y,} is an 
associative ring satisfying a manic (multilinear identity of degree d, where 
A c Z(A). 
Then, there exist a jlnite number of words v, ,..., v, in the generators 
y, ,..., yI, length (vi) < d (with respect to y, ,..., y,), and a number N such that 
any word w in y, ,..., y, with length (w) > N has the following representation 
in A. 
w=-p,vfy *.. VP;, where A,, E A, iii> 0, and h isfixed. 
Moreover the decomposition of each monomial v f? e.’ ~7; i with respect to 
y, ,..., y, is a permutation of w with respect to y, ,..., y,. 
THEOREM A.2 18, Proposition 121. Let A =A{a,,..., ak} be an 
associative ring satisfying a manic multilinear identity of degree d, where 
A C_ Z(A). Let I c N(R) be a two-sided ideal and 
I= f Rn,R. 
i=l 
Then, I is nilpotent. 
Proof. We regard A as being generated by a, ,..., ak, n ,,..., n, and let 
v, ,*.*, us, N be as in Theorem A.1 (with respect to these generators). Recall 
that length (vi) 6 d. We observe that some of the vI)s are in I. 
Let M be the largest index of nilpotency of such vi)s. Let q = hdM + 1 and 
p = max(N, q). We shall show that Ip = {O}. Let w E Ip; then w is a 
monomial in a, ,..., ak, n, ,..., n, and by Theorem A. 1 w = U$ . . . vii; (length 
(w) > p > N). We have that p elements of n, ,..., n, (with repetitions) appear 
in w and therefore there exists a j such that v$ contains dM + 1 elements of 
n, ,..., n, (with repetitions) since p > sdM + 1. Thus length (vfv) > dM + 1. 
Also, since length (vii) <d we have that length (vi:) < dlij. konsequently 
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I’]> M. Now since vii E I we have that VT = 0 and therefore v?j = 0, 
implying that w  = 0. Q!E.D. 
We next reproduce the proof of Theorem A.l, mainly because there is no 
available reference in English. In order to do so we use another Shirshov 
theorem 112, p. 2061. So we recall the basic definitions of the total ordering 
which are introduced on the free monoid generated by X, ,..., X, and 1. We 
specify that X, < X, < ... <X, and that u<l for any u#l, and 
u=xi, *.a Xi?> v =xj, --. Xj, if either u is an initial segment of v (v = uw, 
w  # 1) or i, =j, ,..., i, = j, and i,, , > j,,, for k < min(r, s). Also, if 
w  = w, -.. w, is a factorization of w  to subwords, then w  is called dominant 
if w > W,(l)Wo(Z) ... w,(m) for every permutation u # 1 in the symmetric 
groups Z,. 
THEOREM [ 12, p. 206; 161. If k, m, M are positive integers, there exists 
a positive integer g(k, m, M) such that any word in the free monoid generated 
bY 1, x, ,-**, X, of length hg(k, m, M) contains a subword w of one of the 
following forms: 
(9 w=zP, 1 < length(u) < m; 
(ii) w has a dominant factorization of length m. 
We prove now Theorem A. 1. We begin with: 
DEFINITION. The height of a monomial a with respect to a set of 
generators vi,..., v, is h if a = vi; -.. vi”, and h is minimal. 
We prove the theorem by induction on the lexicographic order described 
earlier (lifting the monomials to A {X, ,..., X,) and doing the induction there). 
Let m = d, M = d and g(k, d, d) = N. Let vi ,..., v, be the set of the 
monomials in x i ,..., xk of length <d. Let a be a monomial in A(x, ,..., xk} of 
height >N. We obviously have that length (a) > N. 
If a has a dominant subword w, a = ewe w  = w, ... w,,, then since R 
satisfies an identity of degree d, 
w= 2 a,w,(l) -** W,(d\ 
OfI 
and 
and each cw,(,) -.. woCd) e being of smaller order has the required expression 
by induction. If w  = nd we claim that a contains a subword of the form bdb’, 
where length (b), length (b’) < d and b’ is not an initial segment of b. Indeed 
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a = cude and by collecting initial subwords equal to u we may assume that 
a = cudle, d, > d and u does not appear in e as an initial segment. Thus, 
either length(e) > d and we can find an initial segment of e, b’ length 
(b’) < d which is nol an initial segment of u and then we take b = U, or 
length (e) < d and e is an initial segment of U, u = ee,. Hence a = cudle = 
ce(e, e)dl = ce(z4’)d1, where u’ = e,e. Observe that height 
(a) ,< height(ce) + 1. Now, if height (ce) < N then (a) < N, a contradiction. 
So height (ce) > N implying that length (ce) > N, and as before, we may 
assume that ce has a subword of the form (u”)~, length (u”) < d, 
a = c1(z4n)de2(u’)d1. 
Equivalently a = Cam%:, where in ei, U” does not appear as an initial 
segment, d, > d. As before, either e: has an initial segment b’, length 
(b’) < d and b’ is not an initial segment of U” and we take b = u”, or e: is 
an initial segment of u”, length (e:) < d. So, U” = e:e, and a = c1 e:(u”‘)d2, 
where u”’ = e3 ei . Now 
length(u”‘)d2 = length{ (U”)d(U’)dl} - length ei + length e, 
> length (~4’)~~ + 1, since length (e:) < d. 
Consequently, length (c,e:) < length(ce), and by continuing the process 
with c,ei we must stop after a finite step bounded by length (a). 
Thus, a must contain a subword of the form bdb’ with length (b), length 
(b’) < d and b’ is not an initial segment of b. Also, if b is an initial segment 
of b’ we can write bdb’ = bd’b”, d’ > d and b” is not an initial segment of b 
(if bdb’ = bd” then length(b) < d/2 and we take b’ F b’). 
Now the number of choices for pairs 6, b’ is finite (<s*), and by taking a 
word a of height bigger then Ns*d, there exists a subword of the form 
bdb’a bdb’a 1 2 ... bdb’a d-, bdb’ad, 
where b, b’ are as above. 
If b > b’ the previous subword can be written in the form 
(bdb’a, b)(bdp’b’a, bZ)(bdm2b’a, b3) . -. (bb’a,), 
and this word is obviously dominant. Thus we write it via the identity as a 
sum of monomials of smaller order and the required result follows by the 
induction on the order. 
If b’ > b, we can write the word in the form 
b“(b’a, bd-‘)(bb’a,bdp2) e.- (bd-‘b’a,) 
and we get again a dominant word of degree d since 6’ > b and b’ is not un 
initial segment of b, again the previous argument applies. Q.E.D. 
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